Teacher: Choe

Date: September 2014

Subject / grade level: Host Nation Culture / 6th Grade

Materials: Individual PC with Alice 2.4 & MS Office Suites, Internet Access (Optional)

Department of Defense Education Activity Standards

Host Nation Studies - Standards

Standards for the Host Nation Program
Students will use the language of the host nation to speak and respond to simple questions and directions on familiar topics with level-appropriate fluency, identify cultural characteristics and important people, holidays and geographical areas.

Standard II: The cultural components differ for each grade level in congruence with social studies themes and incorporate other subjects and topics at age appropriate levels.

- Sixth Grade: Your World and Mine The student will identify people’s interdependence in an ever-changing world.
- Identify and describe samples of host nation art, literature, and music

Lesson objective(s): Students learn about Korean folk tale titled, “Golden Ax, Silver Ax”.

Differentiation strategies to meet diverse learner needs: Teacher will move around the room, helping individual students as needed when they are revising/editing the Alice world created by their teacher.

ENGAGEMENT- Show video of the story posted on YouTube.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8I92LJHp7Xw&feature=youtu.be

EXPLORATION

Exploring the Tale
Talk with the children about the story of Golden Ax and Silver Ax. Ask them to revise the story with different ending when Jon makes different choice.

EXPLANATION

Go over the code to revise the dialogue between Jon and the wise man.

ELABORATION
Students will edit various methods in the given Alice World to make characters (aka objects) to move in more natural manner.

EVALUATION

Students will proofread their partner’s story and help with corrections. Corrected stories will be rewritten and turned in.
Students will present their Alice World-Golden Ax and Silver Ax in class or post it on the web.

WRITE YOUR OWN GOLDEN AX, SILVER AX STORY!

A WORKSHEET FOR WRITERS

Silver Ax and Golden Ax

1. What is the moral of the story?

2. Describe your main character in the story. (Is it Jon or Wise Man?)

3. What would you change to make the story more entertaining?

Any other notes:
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